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Abstract
Modern analysis of HEP data needs advanced statistical
tools to separate signal from background. A C++ package
has been implemented to provide such tools for the HEP
community. The package includes linear and quadratic discriminant analysis, decision trees, bump hunting (PRIM),
boosting (AdaBoost and arc-x4), bagging and random forest algorithms, a multi-class learner, and interfaces to the
standard backpropagation neural net and radial basis function neural net implemented in the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator. Supplemental tools such as bootstrap, estimation of data moments, a test of zero correlation between two variables with a joint elliptical distribution, and
a multivariate goodness-of-fit method are also provided.
The package offers a convenient set of tools for imposing requirements on input data, storing output into Root
or Hbook, and handling multi-class data. Integrated in
the BABAR computing environment, the package maintains
a minimal set of external dependencies and can be easily
adapted to any other HEP environment. It has been tested
on many idealistic and realistic examples.

INTRODUCTION
For several decades the HEP community has been using
various classification methods to separate signal from background. Among these methods, only binary decision splits,
also known as “cuts” in physics jargon, Fisher discriminant [1], and neural networks [2] have become truly popular. Stimulated by discussion at Phystat workshops and
related publications in physics journals and web archives,
the community is now exploring new powerful classifiers
recently introduced in the statistics literature. Two such
classifiers, boosted decision trees and random forest, are
briefly described in this note.
Application of these advanced methods to physics data,
of course, requires software. Surprisingly, despite the great
abundance of free software packages, finding one suitable
for HEP analysis is not easy. C++ is the natural choice
for code that needs to be integrated in the HEP computing
environment. Besides boosted decision trees and random
forest, the package would have to implement linear discriminant analysis and a bump hunting algorithm for optimization of rectangular cuts because these two methods
are often used by HEP analysts. Implementations of the
bump hunter and decision trees would have to include optimization of non-standard figures of merit (FOM’s) suited
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for physics
analysis
  such as,  for example, the signal significance
, where and are signal and background, respectively, expected in the signal region. Prior
to StatPatternRecognition (SPR), such a package was not
available.
The package is described in greater detail in two notes
posted at the physics archive [3, 4]. Links to all publications and talks about the package can be found on my home
page [5].

METHODS
Cut-based analysis of physics data can be carried out using the PRIM algorithm [6]. This algorithm finds a userspecified number of rectangular regions (bumps) with excess of signal events above background. Optimization of
each bump is done in two stages — shrinkage and expansion. At the shrinkage stage, the bump hunter gradually reduces the size of the signal box by imposing binary splits.
The most optimal split is found at each iteration by searching through all possible splits in all input variables. The
rate of shrinkage is controlled by a “peel” parameter, the
maximal fraction of events that can be peeled off the signal box with one binary split. This parameter is supplied
by the user and can be used to adjust the level of conservatism and the rate of convergence for the algorithm. If the
bump hunter cannot find a binary split to improve the FOM,
shrinkage is stopped. At the expansion stage, the hunter attempts to relax the bounds of the signal box to optimize
the FOM further. After the signal box has been found, the
hunter removes points located inside this box from the original data set and starts a new search from scratch.
The implementation of the bump hunter in SPR is capable of optimizing an arbitrary FOM plugged through an
abstract C++ interface. In most physics applications, the
user needs to find one rectangular region by optimizing a
FOM suited
 for physics analysis such
 asthe
 signal significance
,
signal
purity
, potential for
   
discovery 
[7], Punzi’s criterion [8], 90%
Bayesian upper limit [9] and others.
Unlike the bump hunter, a decision tree recursively splits
training data into rectangular regions (nodes). For each
node, the tree examines all possible binary splits in each
dimension and selects the one with the highest FOM. This
procedure is repeated until a stopping criterion, the minimal number of events per tree node, is satisfied. The
tree continues making new nodes until it is composed of
leaves only — nodes that cannot be split without a decrease in the FOM and nodes that cannot be split be-

cause they have too few events.
A conventional
 
   decision
tree [10] uses
Gini
index,
 , or cross    
entropy,
,
for
split
optimization,

 
where and
are fractions of correctly classified
and misclassified events in a given node. If a parent node
with the total event weight  is split in two daughter nodes

$ , the best decision split
with weights ! and #"
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is chosen to maximize split
,
where & and (" are FOM’s computed for the two daughter nodes. A conventional decision tree therefore treats the
two categories, signal and background, symmetrically. In
HEP analysis, one usually wishes to optimize an asymmetric FOM. SPR offers a modified splitting algorithm for this
purpose.*The
best decision
),+.
 split is now chosen to maximize
"
, where
and " can be asymsplit
metric figures of merit for the daughter nodes, as listed in
the previous paragraph. After the tree is grown, the terminal nodes are merged to optimize the overall asymmetric
FOM. The merging algorithm sorts all terminal nodes by
signal purity in descending order and computes the overall
FOM for the / first nodes in the sorted list with / taking
consecutive values from one to the full length of the list.
The optimal combination of the terminal nodes is given by
the highest FOM computed in this manner.
Boosting [11], bagging [12], random forest [13], and
the arc-x4 algorithm [14] are powerful methods for multivariate classification. These methods combine many weak
classifiers, e.g., decision trees, into an ensemble with a
high overall predictive power. At each optimization step,
a boosting algorithm enhances weights of misclassified
events, reduces weights of correctly classified events and
trains a new classifier on the reweighted sample. In contrast, a bagging algorithm trains new classifiers on bootstrap replicas [17] of the training set, without changing
event weights. After training is completed, events are classified by the majority vote of the trained classifiers. The
votes of individual weak classifiers can be weighted (boosting) or uniform (bagging). Random forest [13], typically
used in conjunction with bagging, is a technique that randomly selects a subset of input variables for each decision
split. This method can make individual trees less correlated
with each other and increase the overall predictive power.
Although SPR is capable of boosting or bagging any
weak classifier with a complying interface, in practice
boosted (or arced) decision trees and random forest are the
two most significant methods. Their performance is most
spectacular in many dimensions because, unlike neural nets
and distance-based classifiers, decision trees do not suffer
from the curse of dimensionality. The training instability of
a single decision tree is compensated by other participants
in the ensemble, thus giving an overall robustness to these
algorithms. Boosted trees and random forest typically perform much better than neural nets in dozens or hundreds of
dimensions.
Note that boosted trees and random forest work in very
different regimes. Random forest typically benefits from
large trees with fine leaves. Boosting usually works better

with relatively small trees. It is hardly possible to predict
which method of these two will perform better for a given
problem. I found that the predictive power of the random
forest is typically not worse and in many situations better
than that of boosted trees. In practice, however, this statement needs to be verified for each particular problem.
A multi-class learning algorithm [15] reduces the classification problem with an arbitrary number of input categories to a set of binary problems with only two categories.
This reduction is achieved using a 0213 matrix for 0
classes and 3 binary classifiers. Every binary classifier
is trained to separate a subset of input categories from a
different subset of input categories. One popular strategy,
“one against one”, is to treat one class as signal, another
one as background and ignore all others. In this case, if the
base binary classifier treats
signal

4 and
  background symmet0
0
 classifiers.
rically, one needs 3
Another

0
popular strategy, “one against all”, requires 3
binary
classifiers with each of them treating one class as signal and
all other classes as background. The user can implement
any strategy by supplying any matrix 576&8:9 : Each matrix
column must show 1 for classes treated as signal, -1 for
classes treated as background and 0 for classes ignored by
this classifier. Response of each binary classfier must range
from -1 to 1 with negative values used for background-like
events and positive values used for signal-like events. After all binary classifiers are trained, events are categorized
by selecting the matrix row with minimal categorization error. For example, for the quadratic classification error one
obtains
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where
is the categorization
error for class G ,
is an
C
FE 
element of matrix 5 , and
is the response ofE the H th binary classifier for an event with coordinates . ; The
<
event is assigned to ; class
is
G if the categorization error
<KJ 6<
.
minimal in the set I
@
Other methods implemented in SPR are only briefly
mentioned here due to limited space. They include linear and quadratic discriminant analysis [1, 16], crossvalidation tools [16], bootstrap [17], evaluation of consistency of a correlation coefficient with zero [18], a method
for estimation of a multivariate goodness-of-fit [19], and
interfaces to the SNNS feedforward backpropagation neural net and radial basis function neural net [20]. The SNNS
interfaces can be used only to read saved neural net configurations and apply them to data.

INSTALLATION AND USE
SPR was written for Unix systems with HEP libraries
installed. External dependencies include CLHEP [21] for
matrix operations and CERNLIB [22] for random num"
ber generation and calculation of L probabilities. Input
data can be read either from ascii or Root [23] files. Input data and classifier output can be stored in ascii, Root or

previously. To apply the random forest technology, we train
50 decision trees with at least 5 events per leaf randomly selecting (with replacement) 30 input variables as candidates
for each decision split. Random forest gives a substantial
improvement over the sensitivity of the rectangular cuts reducing the expected background for the same amount of
signal by a factor of 3. It has been shown that all 60
variables contribute to the background suppression for the
random forest algorithm.
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expected background

Hbook [24] formats.
For BABAR members, no installation is necessary since
the package is included in standard releases. A user outside BABAR must provide a Makefile that resolves references
to CLHEP, CERNLIB, and, if desired, Root or Hbook libraries. An example of such a Makefile is posted at my
home page [5]. For users outside BABAR, instructions describing how to request a copy of the package are available
on my home page as well. A detailed README file is included in the package.
SPR provides no GUI support. Several executables, one
for each major method, are included in the package. Each
of them offers a flexible set of command-line options. The
user can choose classification parameters, select optimization criteria, group input classes in two categories (signal and background) in an arbitrary way, cross-validate,
reweight signal events, postpone and resume training, save
classifier configurations into ascii files, and read back saved
configurations. Advanced users may wish to write their
own C++ code, taking the supplied executables as examples, and thus use the package to its full capacity.

random forest
bump hunter
published K+nunu

EXAMPLES
The package has been tested on physics data with up to
one million events in up to 200 dimensions. Below I include two examples in which random forest has shown a
substantial improvement over other methods. The performance of each classifier has been optimized using a training set and, if necessary, cross-checked using a validation
set. An independent test set has been then used to obtain an
unbiased estimate of the predictive power.

Search for the Rare Decay
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BABAR recently searched for the rare leptonic decay

0
and published an upper limit of  1
at 90% confidence level [25]. The expected branching
frac
1
tion for this decay in the Standard Model is
[26].
Because right-handed flavor-changing neutral currents can
increase this decay rate by an order of magnitude, an observation of this mode at the present level of the experimental sensitivity would signify physics beyond the Standard
Model.
The quoted BABAR result, obtained using  fb , is a
combined limit from two separate analyses with semileptonic and hadronic tags, comparable in experimental sensitivity. We re-analyzed the semileptonically tagged dataset
using two classifiers implemented in SPR: the bump hunter
and random forest. After the training dataset has been reduced to several hundred thousand events by imposing simple cuts, we train these classifiers using 60 input variables.
The rectangular signal region found by the bump hunting
algorithm using Punzi’s FOM [8] can be directly compared
with a set of cuts used in the original analysis [25]. As
shown in Fig. 1, the sensitivity of the bump hunter is very
close to that of the original analysis; the nine variables selected by the algorithm show some overlap with those used
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Figure 1: Background expected in 82 fb of data versus
signal efficiency obtained by various classification methods. These estimates were obtained using generic background Monte Carlo and a large sample of signal Monte
Carlo events.

Muon Identification at BABAR
Several selectors are used at BABAR for muon identification. At present the most powerful muon selector uses a
two-stage neural net approach. At first, ten variables measured by the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) are used
as inputs to a neural net with one hidden layer. Then seven
variables measured by the instrumented flux return (IFR)
and the output of the EMC neural net are used as inputs
to a global neural net, also with one hidden layer. Events
without EMC or IFR information are rejected, i.e., effectively classified as “not muons”.
To improve the muon purity, we train random forest using all 17 variables from both subsystems at
once. We di

 GeV
vide data in  two bins of momentum
(

and 
GeV ) and two bins of polar angle
(barrel and endcap) with several dozen or hundred thousand
events in a typical training set. We build 100 decision trees
with minimal leaf size varying from 5 to 50 events and with
the number of randomly selected (with replacement) variables for each decision split varying from 8 to 17. Events
without EMC or IFR information are also included in the
training set with missing quantities coded as negative values outside the physical range. Such treatment of missing
values would be impossible in the neural net approach as
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it would lead to an instability in the training mechanism.
Because decision trees can easily deal with mixed continuous and discrete values for the same input variable, random
forest gives an excellent classification power in this example. A substantial improvement obtained by application of
the random forest over the neural net result for the barrel is
shown in Fig. 2.
Pion Rejection
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Figure 2: Pion rejection factor versus muon efficiency for
the random forest (SPR) and the two-stage neural net algorithm described in the text (NN). These results
have been


obtained for two momentum ranges,

GeV


(low momentum) and 
GeV (high momentum), in the barrel part of the detector using BABAR data
collected in Run 5.
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SUMMARY
A C++ package that includes several powerful classification methods has been developed for the HEP community.
Random forest shows a significant improvement over other
methods in several analyses. To request a copy of the package, please visit my web page [5].
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